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DAML ledger model

ledger = list of hierarchical transactions

privacy-aware projection

ledger-agnostic smart contracts

valid
authorized
no double spend
conformant
Sharding and Interoperability

Partially order the transactions

Canton protocol:
synchronize across ledgers with vector clocks

Verification challenges:
- **Correctness** Vector clocks ensure causality
- **Liveness** No deadlocks

with Byzantine behaviour and privacy-awareness
**Formalization status**

- **Completed**
  - Totally ordered ledgers

- **Next steps**
  - Relaxation to partial orders
  - Vector clocks

- **Open**
  - How to define deadlock?

**More information**

- DAML: [www.daml.com](http://www.daml.com)
- Canton: [www.canton.io](http://www.canton.io)
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